atrium
recreates the
tradition of
the spacious
library reading
room, from
which users
can connect to
vital online
resources.
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Supporters • New Director for De
Promise, Expertise to Library • Un
Werner Elected Vice-President, P
ARL • National Honors for UCL
Arts Librarians Win Film Music
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Developments

The Fritz L. Hoffmann Collection
Literature • The Jimmy Van Heus
Music Library • The Senior Class
Provides New Technology

Editor, Arthur Ginsberg; University Librarian, Gloria Werner; Dire
Production Editor, Jina Jamison; Photography, Mary Ann Steuhrman
of Instructional Development.

The UCLA Librarian circulates to the Friends of the UCLA Librar
all comments and inquiries to the UCLA Librarian, Library Admin
Library, University of California, 405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angele

Arts Library Special Collections

Joining the Ladies: Writing

One of the Largest Collections of Artists’ Books

Clark Library & at Special C

from the 1960's to the Present

James Davis, Rare Books L

Ray Reece, Art Librarian

John Bidwell, Librarian of

Archives of Film, Television, and Theater

Library

Brigitte Kueppers, Arts Special Collections
Librarian

New Development Director Brings De
Sarah R. Lesser returns to UCLA from Washington DC to assume the

Director of Development for the UCLA Library. As a professional cons

Capitol, she was the Director of Foundation Relations for RAND Corp
Director of Development, East Coast for UCLA.

Previously Ms. Lesser had served on campus as the Director of Dev

the Division of Humanities in the College of Letters and Science. Her e

were distinguished. She diversified gift sources, increased the donor bas

levels, established working relationships with faculty, and engaged a new
donors to support the Division's academic mission.

She earned a B.A. in Political Science and Art History from Sarah L
College, followed by study at St. Anthony’s College, Oxford University
received a Masters Degree in Russian and East European Studies.

Observing that Libraries have evolved to be not only the rich repos

past, captured primarily in print, but also our window on a future defin

of information; the simultaneous building on both these roles is what S
come to the UCLA Library determined to do. ■

The magnificent efforts of these two libraries to preserve their film
and television music materials, using current preservation tech¬

niques and computerized inventories, allows scholars from all ove
the world to study and write about the productions which gener¬
ated this music.—Virginia Mancini
With kind words such as these spoken at the September
16,1995 banquet of the Fourth Annual International Film

Music Conference of the Society for the Preservation of Film

Music, Ginny Mancini, Trustee of the Society, presented the
Awards to the UCLA Music and Arts Libraries for preserv¬
ing the heritage of the film and television music industry in

Stephen Davison, Gordon Theil, Brigitte Kueppers, Alfred Willis.
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Los Angeles south side, or in Watts.

like to see and li

Up to now, 26 individuals have

what took place

contributed 130 hours of interview,

multi-session 15

which means approximately 4,500

interview for the

pages of transcript, to the Central

Sounds project.

Avenue series. Three persons are most

tions, if you will

responsible for the project’s origins and

viewer, Buddy is

its success; Steve Isoardi, Central

are seated in Bud

Avenue Sounds researcher/interviewer;

cassette audio re

Steve: Let’s go

Avenue. During

what made it tha

Buddy: I think

there was a lot o

everyone I reme

the arts and shar

about the player

Avenue, most pe

But it wasn’t a m

having to be real
swing of things,

the best player b

you join a jam se

them in to play o

something. And

player, at that tim

to know that you

6

finally they said, “OK, Charlie, what
are you going to play?” And he got his

cializes in early printe
demand changed the

horn out, and it was amazing, what he
did. He played about three choruses,
(Continued on next page.)

communications techn

to be famous. Well, that just doesn’t
happen. We have to take them from
that spot when they have that spark to
move them to the next level. I got a lot
of help from people like Mr. Paul
Howard who was kind of secretary of
the union. (Years ago there were black
and white unions.) He knew my
parents, and when I was 12 or 13 he’d
always warned me, “Don’t get into that
dope “ or “don’t do this or do that.” He
probably told me some things that were
very helpful at a time when I wasn’t
even worried about getting into trouble.
That’s why with the teaching we are
doing now when we see them growing
every week, we talk to them and we
help them solve some of their prob¬
lems. We feel sometimes like we are
their parents because there are little
things that we catch. There are a lot of
things that they need, so what can you
do except try to help them, cause that’s
gonna make a better world for all of us.

Steve: What was it like for you
growing up in Watts?

8

Sketches of Six
Archival Collections
With an introductory and
closing commentary by
Brian Schottlaender;
Associate University Librarian
for Collections and Technical
Services, about use, value, and

to exist t
rationale
ultimately
IN MY VIEW,THE

special collections

critical to the inst

It follows, then, t
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scholarship it stim

used. Consequent
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tion contributes t

also by how valua

the emerging virtual library

The UCLA Li

research materials

Andrews Clark M

acquire other spec

on hand to warra

tions, now focuse

the University Re
Bibliography & Libraries at the Brink: A Jeremiad,
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America
Vol. 78, 1984, pg. 130
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saw far mo

became his
displays at

ing and ins

large electr
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able to kee

By the t

was in a po

collector. I
New York

able to find

have at lea

Mary Pickford as
Esmeralda,
The Departure,
Famous Players, 1915.

Bebe Daniels,
Neil Hamilton,
Hot News,
Paramount, 1928.

io

two decades between 1973 and 1993.

As is common in archival processing, processors have come t

sider the people who originated much of the material as more t
names on the outside of archival storage boxes or on the roster

personnel. Kathy Mendenhall, Frederick Schnell, Christine Un

Ellison, Lily Lee, Jeffrey Matsui, and Wanda Moore are people

helped Los Angeles function and who had distinctive ways of f

records and organizing materials. The results of their efforts are

tained in over 1800 cubic feet of archival material in this collect

The Bradley Administrative Papers reflect the full range of a
trative functions for a major U.S. city, as
well as those special events which were
unique to Los Angeles. Los Angeles was a
city which experienced the exuberance of a
trend-setting and truly successful Olympics
extravaganza in 1984 and the despair of the
civil unrest following the Rodney King trial.

The two decades between 1973 and 1993 saw
Los Angeles cope with major transportation
problems, air pollution, redevelopment
projects, harbor and airport development,
affirmative action programs, and AIDS.
All city administrations must attempt to
deal with major social and health issues, but
they also must be aware of and deal with the
routine concerns of everyday life, which
may have a much more immediate effect on

the files as t

tration. Atte

develop a co
EQUESTRIAN and
HIKING TRAILS

GUIDE
Cfty of Los Angeles
iivit /i rart Til rt-w< flranrnl Plan 1

long-term p

municipal s

relations wi

Departmen

city’s ongoin

found in the

Although

tive Papers w
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signed areas

issues clearly

sibilities of s

dignitaries w

responsibilit
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acquired an archive of correspondence to and from Eric
Simon (1907-1993), Austrian-born American clarinetist,
conductor, music editor, teacher, and composer. As a clarinet¬
ist, he was closely associated with the New Viennese School,
performing the works of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern
under the direction of Rudolf Kolisch and Eduard
Steuerman. He was also for a time employed by the music
publisher, Universal-Edition.
In 1938 Simon emigrated to the United States where he
initially was assistant to conductor Fritz Stiedry, with the
New Friends of Music Orchestra in New York, and advisor
for classical music to jazz clarinetist Benny Goodman. He
also worked as a music editor with Edward B. Marks, pub¬
lished arrangements and transcriptions of music for clarinet,
and taught at Mannes College of Music and other schools.
As a performer in New York he played Bela Bartok’s Con¬
trasts with the composer and Pierrot Lunaire under
Schoenberg’s direction. During the 1950s and 1960s he
organized a series of contemporary music concerts in New
York City.
Throughout his musical life, Simon was a prolific letter
writer, corresponding with some of the most notable figures
in contemporary music, and he preserved the letters he
received as well as the carbons of the letters he sent. His
archive of correspondence includes a total of more than 300
letters to Simon dating from 1938 to 1990 and a similar
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to recuperate. The illness and his subsequent convalescence in P
proved pivotal to his life’s direction.

“During the two years I spent in bed, or practically so, after m

played out in senior year, my idea of values underwent a change

always been keen about the out-of-doors, but had never expecte
make more than a hobby of it.
“When I began to get my strength back after my long siege,

fore started studying and photographing birds and mammals sim

resource in time of need. Due to luck and an outdoor life, I awo

1916 to find myself a thoroughly husky individual, but too intere

that time in what started as a hobby, to forego it for a conventio
business life.” (DRD, The Condor, v.36, March 1934)

With the means and the will to pursue his interest in vertebr

zoology, Dickey was able in the course of ten years to build an e
library of approximately 10,000 volumes, to gather over 50,000
mens of birds and mammals, and to photograph animals in the

during his extensive field work in Canada, Laysan Island, Hawa

California, and Baja California. More than 7,700 photographs w
created.

After Dickey’s death his wife, Florence Van Vechten Dickey,

all of these collections to the University of California, Los Ange

books and journals went to the library where they formed an im

research resource for biologists. They are identified by a bookpla

the legend: Donald R. Dickey Library of Vertebrate Zoology. M

the older books and journals are quite rare and are now part of t

History &. Special Collections Division of the Louise M. Darlin

one major

and twentie

unstable su

little deteri

film archiv

forthcomin

Dickey’s
Alexander Wetmore on Laysan Island studying a
nesting colony of red-footed boobies
(Sulapiscator). At the time of this expedition,
Wetmore was with the U.S. Bureau of Biological
Survey. Wetmore was a renowned ornithologist
and became the sixth Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution.
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Ritchie, Saul and Lillian Marks (the Plantin Press), Grant

Dahlstrom (the Castle Press), Vance Gerry (the Weather Bir
and Patrick Reagh, among
others, have contributed to what
bookseller Jake Zeitlin called a
“small Renaissance, Southern
California style”—a flowering of
local talent not just in the field
of printing, but of librarianship,
collecting, and selling of fine and
rare books.
The growth of the William
Andrews Clark Memorial Li¬
brary has been a central part of
this phenomenon. The son of a
Montana copper tycoon, Clark
donated his private library and
property to UCLA thus provid¬
ing a notable fine printing and
graphic arts collection which
successive librarians have built
upon. Among our other mis¬
sions, we have tried to document

the influence of the Kelmscott and Doves presses tradition o

glish fine printing in Southern California by collecting the p

tions of the best local printers of our time. These collections

original bu

inspiration
historians
fornia and

owns full o

Weather B

others. We

group of p
.
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Sunkist Growers

Advorlising

Bo* 2706, Terminal Annex, lo> Angolov, Calif
RttURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

M&tri trie cri'/Pe
This preliminary sketch and final
product of a 1954 design for a Sunkist
ad shows the commercial side of
Ward Ritchie's printing.

coot c
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m

cially woodcuts). Of the several Southern California
printers the Clark Library collects, Ward Ritchie’s
style most strongly evokes the colors and moods of
the Southwest.

The press designed books for Merle Armitage, Aldous Hu

Rockwell Kent. It was responsible for introducing to the pub
poets William Everson and Alfred Fisher, and it published a

of Robinson Jeffers-related items. It also produced catalogues
book collector Estelle Doheny and bookseller Alice Millard,

miscellaneous publications for the Zamorano Club and the H
ton and Clark Libraries.

A few years ago Ward Ritchie donated his archive to the C

Library, where it is now arranged and preserved in 113 Hollin
boxes, not including our nearly complete run of his finished
productions.

Ritchie was instrumental in shaping a unique and exhilara

period of Southern California printing. Our opportunities fo

sitions in this field have a poignant limit, for the type of prin

are documenting is now almost extinct in Southern Californi

books were done by letterpress, using metal type which pushe
ink into the paper. When photosetting arrived in the fifties,

could do their work with clean hands, without handling wayw

sticks or slugs of lead. This is not to say that fine work canno
done with computers and offset printing; but the bite of the

three-dimensionality, “the handmade” feel, will be absent. Pa

Reagh of Glendale, who learned his trade at the Plantin Pres

Arts Library Special Collections
by Raymond Reece
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Heinecken Collection,
cl980s.This
nontraditional format,
a box full of
postcards
including some
that are found
objects, poses
the question
of how they
got there and
why. This
book
encourages
random
browsing and
rearranging.

collection of

History bega

art and desig

art and desig

book art figur

artists such as

Beyond pr

an active part

tions, each ab

Drucker from

The library

2,200 titles fr

titles were acq

form the Judi

cations. The a
My 9 Migraine Cures,
Ann Kalmbach and
Tatana Kellner, c 1987.
A humorous work
designed with a sense
of play like a child's
book. It includes
movable parts, eyes
that open and close,
hands that massage,
Aspirin to swallow, a
"Chinese brain beater"
and other pop-outs.
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collection, this initiative will test the ability of digital reproducti

advanced searching techniques to increase accessibility to archiva
collections.

As a demonstration collection, we’ve selected the Estelle Ishig

archive— one of a number of collections included in the larger T
Japanese American Research Project archive.

Estelle Ishigo was an Oakland born, Los Angeles educated ar
Caucasian, she chose to accompany her Nisei husband, Arthur

Shegeharu Ishigo, to the Japanese relocation camp at Heart Mou

Wyoming. During her voluntary internment there, she was comm

sioned by the War Relocation Authority to sketch camp life. Alo

her pencil sketches, water colors, and oils, the Estelle Ishigo arch

holds camp records, handwritten letters and postcards, memento
snapshots, leaflets, pamphlets, handicrafts by Japanese evacuees,

other materials related to her life at both Heart Mountain and th
Federal Public Housing Authority resettlement trailer camps in
ern California.

This Archive is ideal for demonstration of digital library princ
because it’s relatively circumscribed (as compared for instance to

Angeles Times photo archive), and it contains a multiplicity of m

formats. Through digitization such collections can be made elect

cally available to the scholar, rather than requiring the scholar to
to the collection.

In a recent article in Rare Books &. Manuscripts Librarianship
Zeidberg, Head of URL/Special Collections at UCLA, asserted

virtual libraries may provide another form of secondary access, bu
not function as a substitute for consulting the original firsthand.

nological advances made it possible, a

gence of the Management Library and

School Computing Services staff made

In the early to mid 1980s the automation revolution that swep

academic libraries affected the Management Library in significan

UCLA’s ORION online system replaced the card catalog. CD-R

databases began to appear in the reference area. Direct online co
for end users to large business databases, such as Dow Jones and

established. Journal article databases were site licensed and moun
University of California’s online Melvyl system.

As these changes were taking place, the Management Library

to develop its services to the Graduate School of Management, n

E. Anderson Graduate School of Management, or the Anderson

active user education program using various library-provided data

began to augment, and in many cases replace, printed guides to t
tion. Reference service became possible by email.

Librarians developed subject-focused workshops which tied in

school’s curriculum. For instance, the library consultation program

support MBA teams in the field study component of the curricul

launched and continues to this day. In this thesis-equivalent proje

to-five student field study team serves as a consultant to a host co

quickly became an essential support for communication between

students, and staff. In the Fall of 1995 the Anderson Web page w

introduced (http://www.anderson.ucla.edu/), breaking new grou

Web page design for business schools with its focus on people (r

than an index of topics) and including a graphic illustrating how

Anderson School connects people to the world. The Manageme

Library was one of the very first areas within the Anderson Scho

W

included in the School’s Web page development.

ith the power

of computing transforming the Li

and with Computing Services taking an active role i

transforming the Management School’s technologic

infrastructure, it is not surprising that these two departments ca

together early. And as the directors of each area began to see the

futures more and more intertwined, the promise of a new buildin

to shape a collaborative vision of the Management Library and C
ing Services.

Bob Bellanti, Head of the Management Library, and Jason Fr

Director of Computing Services, had their first discussions abou

future almost ten years ago. So while it may not have been too u

that time for the Management Library and Computing Services

forward to a shared future, what did turn out to be unusual is tha

directors were dedicated and determined to form the collaborati
necessary to realize to their ideas in a concrete manner.

The glass north wall of the central atrium looks out
with a view toward the University Elementary School
and beyond to the hills of Bel Air

The land

son to the G

point in the

Anderson S
campaign,

facility desi

century. Se

to be made

and Maxine
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trative supp
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teaching, as well as student needs, both at the MBA level and th

level. The study involved surveys and in-depth interviews with m

faculty as well as faculty focus groups at which some of the key i

were discussed in a more open-ended manner. It also included s

all MBA and Ph.D. students to determine what kind of informa

important to them for their course-work and research. Based on

study’s findings, Bellanti and Frand developed a plan for the new

building which incorporated much of what they had learned. Jas

Frand took on the additional role of planning the complete tech

infrastructure for the new complex which ensured that their visi

the convergence of information and computing would be realize
just in the library but throughout the whole School.
One of the key goals for the new building was to ensure that

could connect to the network from any place within the complex

as from remote sites. The rapid technological advances that had

in recent years made this kind of connectivity a distinct possibili

Another goal was for every student to use a laptop computer thr

their educational experience. Thus beginning in 1992 students in

Executive MBA and Fully-Employed MBA programs were issu

laptop computers. Computing and library staff worked with the

students providing training, support to use electronic communic

and assisting them in accessing remotely ORION and various M

Above: from the reference area, library staff
provide traditional library services. Below:
Anderson computing staff configures a
graduate student's laptop computers so she
can connect to the AndersoNet.

databases. T

that a visio

Althoug

work in the
essentially
cultures to
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ments to lo

cantly in th

Manageme

1994, staff h

identify co
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in electronic format. Library
databases, including ORION and

MELVYL, are central to this concept. Soon to be added to th

AndersoNet in networked versions will be CD-ROM databas

have been available in a stand-alone mode in the Library (suc

D/SEC from Disclosure, Inc.). Plans also include acquiring n

electronic data sources that have become available in recent y

With funding support from the Anderson School, the Libr

plans to make inroads into providing a better array of interna

company data, industry analyst reports, and market research i

tion—to name just a few general areas of interest. Most impo

the power of this information will be brought to students and

wherever they connect to the AndersoNet, thus bringing us c

the goal of creating a virtual Management Library. Further en

ing achievement of this goal is the laptop initiative which wil
in Fall, 1996. At that time all entering MBA students will be

to own a laptop computer. They will connect in class to the d

and course materials provided by the faculty and participate i

dynamic interactive environment. And because the Library is

abandoning its traditional role as a repository of information,

will face ever greater challenges assisting the Anderson comm

using the wide mix of data available to them—whether it is in
microfilm, or electronic form. ■

history of nineteenth-century Argen¬
tina to the UCLA Library. Professor
Hoffmann’s career of distinguished
teaching, service, and scholarship on
Latin America spanned five decades.
This collection was not the typical
collection of an academic, but rather
the life’s work of a serious, and highly
knowledgeable collector built during
his travels and numerous long stays in
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early 1940s. They are written mainly by

older and rarer items. In t

distinguished historians, and are

Mrs. Hoffmann has expre

arranged in folders by the author’s last

that, by adding to one of

name. According to Professor

Latin American library co

Hoffmann, many of these writings were

the world, the Fritz L. Ho

not published elsewhere.

collection will be well use

The collection builds nicely to the
existing strengths of UCLA’s Latin
American collections, as Argentina
ranks behind only Mexico and Brazil in
terms of our collection concentration.

scholars and students alik

prompted to make the donation to
UCLA by Henry Mancini, whose
collection of papers and manuscripts
also resides in the Music Library
Special Collections. ■

facilities; it will a

endowment for t
funding of these

generations of U

senior class gift i
library.

A PERFECT MARRIED LIFE
Lyrtoa By SAMMY CAHN • Mu.lo By JAMBS VAN HIUIIN

The Powell L
was chosen as on
would benefit bo
present and futur
students, by keep
UCLA on the
cutting edge of

PRODUCERS SHOWCASE presents

Dy Thornton Wlldar

Starring

Frank Sinatra

with EVA MARIE SAINT and PAUL NEWMAN

MM,

prnFECT

W»»T IT .

Many of Jimmy
Van Heusen’s
musical efforts were
collaborations with
the lyrics of the
legendary Sammy
Cahn and those of
Tohnnv Rnrhp

generations of UCLA
students.
The senior gift selection
committee was made up of students from
such diverse groups as MEChA
(Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana y
Chicano de Aztlan), Samahang Filipino,
Mortar Board, the Transfer Students
Association, and the Undergraduate
Students Association Council. I
The 1995 Senior Class Gift Selection Committee took a preview tour
of the new Powell Library and while there saw a demonstration of the
kind of CD-ROM resources that the gift will provide.

Books by UCLA faculty on French

Biomedical Libr

language and literature, history, art history,

April-June 199

sociology, architecture, as well as periodicals
and electronic publications from UCLA.

A mixed media ex

Chavez’s contribut

labor movement, h

Campbell Student Book

of nonviolence in

Collection Competition

influence on health

URL Lobby

workers, and as an

May 1996

for most Latinos,

The award winning collections from the
April 26th judging in the graduate,
undergraduate and childrens’ book
collection categories will be on display.
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SRLF Phase 2: An Environment Built for P

The new hi-tech storage facility does double duty by
requiring special environmental protection and helpi
for crowded collections in the five southern UC cam

Notesworthy
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Color Film Preservation and Oth
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Editor, Arthur Ginsberg; University Librarian, Gloria Werner; Dir
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of Instructional Development.

The UCLA Librarian circulates to the Friends of the UCLA Libra

all comments and inquiries to the UCLA Librarian, Library Admi

University of California, Box 951575, Los Angeles, California, 9009
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Biomedical Library Contracts to Serve
Regional Medical Library for Five Mo
The National Library of Medicine
(NLM) has awarded the Louise M.
Darling Biomedical Library a new five
year contract (1996-2001) to continue
serving as the Pacific Southwest
Regional Medical Library (PSRML) of
the National Network of Libraries of
Medicine. The Pacific Southwest region
includes Arizona, California, Hawaii,
Nevada, and the U.S. territories in the
Pacific Basin. The mission and goals of
this contract are to promote awareness
of and access to biomedical information

to health professionals; d
improve biomedical infor
resources in Region 7 and
resource sharing; and to
encourage, develop, and
support Internet and
National Information
Infrastructure connec¬
tivity.
The contract will
include several new
initiatives which
emphasize connectivity

thought I could never do in college. But

collecting does w

then thinking back I remember in high

that you have to

school that one of my particular

more thing will

hobbies was the very old comedies of

Of course there’

Buster Keaton, Harold Lloyd, and the

thing because co

Marx Brothers, and a little later on

are never compl

Laurel and Hardy - the old silents and

“When I beg

the beginning of talking comedies and

passion, then an

film. Watching them became an

was to turn it in

obsession with me for a couple of years

and disciplined

because during teenage years any sort of

me. I believe if y

passion and hobby takes you away from

what you love to

the loneliness I suppose. Then I started

turn out to be th

collecting books about them, and

consequently su

somewhere deep in my library I’m sure

do in life.”

I have my old collection of all those
silent comedy books. Later on I

curred with the

developed an interest in detective

judges, Associat

fiction and so naturally started collect¬

Brian Schottlae

ing it as well.

Stancliffe, Head

“I never practiced dentistry because

University Rese

children interfered, which is sort of a

the difficulty of

cop-out because children interfere

diverse and thou

when you want them to interfere.

against each oth

Somewhere along the line of having

admiration for a

children for 17 years, if I truly did have

they completed

the passion for dentistry I’m sure I

following award

would have practiced. Instead what I
4

In closing, Fa

than ever. We wish
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Bramlett, Kenneth W.
Brandon, William
Brown, Stuart E.
Bunche, Joan H.

1995 Donor Honor Roll

Bunting, Wade A.

Freilich, Marvin
Fried, Robert
Frierman,Jay D.
Frost, Camilla C.
Frost, Helena C.
Frye, Clayton W.

Calhoun, Daima A.
California Community
Foundation
WJ Barlow Fund
Celce-Murcia, Daniel
Chan, Stanley G.
Chapline, Claudia
Cheng, Paul G.
Cheung, Kwok Y.
Clark, Frederick A.
Clark, Margaret P.
Coca-Cola Company
Communications Satellite
Corporation
Croll, Alan D.
Crouch, Winston W.

Fulton, Mary A.

Gatell, Frank O.
George, Sharon P.
J. Paul Getty Trust
Glinka, John L.
Goebel, Thomas P.
Gold Shield Alumnae of
UCLA
Gordon, Mark J.
Gorton, Thomas
Graham, Lanier
Green, Jason L.
Greenberger, Martin
Greenfield, Moses A.
Guzy, Peter M.

Ridley, Florence H.
Rieke, Garl K.
Rivas, Kathryn L.
Robinson, David A.

UCLA Library Staff Associa¬
tion
UCLA Medical Center
Auxiliary
Urquhart, Brian E.

Rock, Lucille
Rootenberg, Barbara and Leon
Ross, Jamie L.
Rothman, Jack
Rudolph, Richard C.

Van Amersfoort, Jan
Van Heusen Revocable Trust
Vedder, Betty
Ver Steeg, Donna F.

Vosper, Loraine

Scalberg, Ernest J.
Schab, Frederick G.
Scherrei, Rita A.
Schneiderman, Leonard

B
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D

Verity, David S.
Sanjian, Avedis K.
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Walcott, Leonard E.
Wargo, Trinette L.

Schwartz, Hal

Waters, Marie and
Raymond L.

Schuster, Stephan D.

Weber, Eugen

Scott, Robert L.

Weber, Robert J.

Scott, William J.

Weiner, Herbert M.

Signorelli, Paul J.

Marcia Weisman Foundation

Silvernail, Barbara A.

Weisman Foundation

Silverstein, Stuart Y.

Welsh, Julie A.

Simien, Darrell C.

Werner, Newton D. and Gloria

In
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Wendell and Bernice Jeffrey
Eric and Edith Juline
Elaine K. Sewell Jones
Samuel and Gerta Katz

1995 Donor Honor Roll

Perry F. Lafferty
Richard Lavine
David H. Lee
Sandra Milken
Christopher T. Mills
George and Virginia Newhart
Robert and Elizabeth Scott
Russell Shank
Robert and Patsy Sung
Erwin Tomash
Lillian Weiner
Dorothy V. Wells
Newton and Gloria Werner
F. Brooke Whiting II

Books and periodicals
primarily in the general
humanities, with emphasis o
Yiddish literature.
Victoria Tamoush
Archives relating to ArabAmericans andArabAmerican organizations.

Sandra Tangri
Books andperodicals
primarily in the general
humanities, with emphasis o
Yiddish literature.

Robert J. Thomas
Production kits, studio produ
previews, and videocassettes
for the Bob Thomas Collec¬
tion.
Alberta H. Thompson
Literary works of Jim
Thompson.

Brian Urquhart
Papers of about, and collecte
by Ralph J. Bunche.

Josephine Van Heusen
Papers of Jimmy Van Heusen

ment. The UCLA copy of the Index of Christian Art is one of
four copies outside of Princeton University, and the only one

th

west of the Atlantic seaboard. The index has become an
important cross-disciplinary iconographic resource supporting
research by, among others, social historians, historians of

L

science, medievalists in all disciplines, and scholars seeking
images from apostolic times through A.D. 1400.

For the Maps and Government Information Library

(3

K

CIS U.S. Serial Set Index, Part XIV: Index and Carto-

R

Bibliography of Maps, I 789-1969. Bethesda, MD:

Si

Congressional Information Service, 1995-1997. Volumes I-XIII

en

of this title are already part of the MGI collection. This new

ea

volume will complete the indexing of the U.S. Serial Set, an
invaluable historical research tool, of which UCLA has a
complete collection. For the first time, this volume will
provide access to the more than 50,000 maps, four separate
indexes: geographic areas and subjects, map titles, personal
names, and corporate names.

Fo

G

C

co

G

For the Music Library

im

va

Eric Simon Collection of Correspondence, 1938-1990.

na

This collection contains more than 300 letters from compos¬

G

ers, conductors, performers, and musicologists largely from

fo

the German emigre community. It includes autograph letters

th

by Samuel Barber, Lukas Foss, Paul Hindemith, Ernst

Life With Father, Warner Brothers, 1947. From the UCLA Chester Nelso

The Soviet Estimate: U.S. Analysis of the Soviet
Union 1947-1991. Microfiche edition, Cambridge, En¬
gland: Chadwyck-Healey, 1995. Reproduces nearly 14,000
pages of recently declassified U.S. intelligence reports on
Soviet foreign policy, nuclear weapons, military policy and
capabilities, the economy, science and technology, and the
Soviet domestic political situation. Thus it presents the
definitive secret history of the Cold War, providing access to

primary source material on the Soviet Union. The microfiche
is accompanied by a 390-page guide that indexes every
subject, person, and organization mentioned in the docu¬
ments.

For the URL Reference Department

Nineteenth Century ShortTitle Catalogue, Series llll

1871-1919

on CD-ROM. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Avero,

1996-2002. [Year One of Two-Year Pledge] Series I and II are
already held in URL Reference; Series III, available only on
CD-ROM, will complete the set. The Catalogue began in
1983 as the first step toward a complete listing of British

bookseller who specializes in early

the International Museu

printed books and the history of ideas.

Communications, Buen

New Associate Director Brings Lib

Presented with the opportunity to join the UCLA Library as Associate

Development, Elizabeth Stacey leapt at the chance to link two disparat

she had taken. While bringing twelve years of major gifts experience to
also brings her background as a librarian.

After receiving her B.A. in History, Stacey continued at UCLA to ear

Degree in Library Science in 1979. She served as a Reference Librarian

Monica Public Library for three years. During this time she returned to

a Master’s Degree in Political Science. A volunteer on a political campai
discovered a talent for fund-raising and so embarked on a new career.
For ten years Stacey worked for CARE, the international relief and

organization, and became Western Regional Director While developing

program and volunteer boards, she also had the occasion to lead dono

America. Most recently she was Associate Director of National Program
KCET PublicTelevision.

Thrilled to be back at UCLA, Elizabeth Stacey sees her new position

allowing her to employ her fund-raising skills for the benefit of the univ
reconnecting in a very meaningful way with the library world. ■
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FARMWORKERS BUILD THEIR UNION

SI SE PUEDE!
IT CAN BE DONE!

12

by the Safcnas Citizens Committee
in Defense of FarmwomefS

1972 strike on the picket line.The third was a farm worker who
was also on the picket line when he was shot in the heart by a
labor contractor, and then another farm worker, Rufino
Conreras.was killed in the Imperial Valley, caught in the cross-fire
between bullets.Then in 1983 Danny Lopez was murdered, after
the Agricultural Labor Relations Law was passed, when he had
the audacity to hold a union election at the ranch where he
worked, which the union won.
“So, it’s been a very, very painful, and a very sad history in a
way, but at the same time we know hundreds of thousands of
farm workers have benefited.We have to look back to see what
the progress has been. Farm workers now have unemployment

insurance.We have workers comp.We have disability insurance in th

California and in Texas t

course eventually we wi

national union of farm w

“The mark of a great

what stays on after he l

growers never understo

what Cesar was doing w

an organization. Not on

but now we have the N

FarmWorkers Service C

We have built over 2,00

the Internet Web page at

makes information accessi

Cesar Chavez, a chronolog

buildings named in his hon

Chavez Foundation and U
for Chicana/o Studies.
The exhibit was co-sponsored

Many of the materials i

by the Library Committee on

Library collections. Other

Diversity, UCLA’s Cesar E.

University of California at

Chavez Center for Chicana/o

Library, the University of C

Studies, the Chicano Studies

California Ethnic and Mult

Research Library, the Center for

of Labor & Urban Affairs a

the Study ofWomen, and the

Walter P. Reuther Library,

University Council-American

tion, and the Southern Cal

Federation ofTeachers.
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Studies and Research. ■

the effort.— Editor
Ruby Bell-Gam, African Studies Bibliographer
Eloisa Gomez Borah, Management Library
Patti Caravello, URL Reference
Portia Chambliss, Maps & Government
Information
Rita Costello, Management Library
Katherine Dabbour, Biomedical Library
David Deckelbaum, Maps & Government
Information
Sarah Elman, East Asian Library
Steve Fry, Music Library
Leon Ferder, Slavic/East European Studies
Bibliographer
Esther Grassian, College Library
Barbara Haner, Science & Engineering
Library
Joan Kaplowitz, Biomedical Library
Janice Koyama, Associate University
Librarian
Eudora Loh, Latin American/Iberian Studies
Bibliographer
Marion Peters, Science & Engineering
Library
Katalin Radies, West European Studies
Bibliographer
Teresa Omidsalar, College Library
Ray Reece, Arts Library
Ray Soto, Humanities Bibliographer
Marie Waters, URL-Reference
Diane Zwemer, College Library
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look at the
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Triangle sh
Scare, the S

cussed how differently the information was presented in the th

samples. Next, Omidsalar met with the class to discuss problem
answer any questions, and finally made herself available to the

individually. Fibrarian Omidsalar continued working with Gon

Biology 11 for three years. (More recently, College reference li

Fise Snyder assisted with this class.) The satisfying collaborati

continued further when the professor requested the librarian’s i
tional support for her Biology 162: Plant Physiology class.

On her first visit as library liaison to the English 88 class “W

Myths Collide,” taught by Professor Fynn Batton, Esther Gras

distributed handouts that they’d agreed would contain library “
tips” for compiling an annotated bibliography.
Grassian still recalls this class as “a wonderful exercise” that

tabloid literature to teach students to differentiate between pop

magazines and scholarly journals, and how to think critically a

materials they find — who wrote the piece, what authority the
has, is there bias, how do you find out, and so on.
“We started off with an example of an article about Buffalo

Instead of me just interacting with the students, holding up a t

article and asking would you use it for a paper and why or why
professor chimed in. He turned it into a much broader critical

exercise by challenging his students, ‘While you wouldn’t ordin

it for a paper, can you think of some cases where you would use

literature as a source? What if you were doing a study of popul

of a figure like Buffalo Bill?’ he asked.” The discussion took of

there and as a result stands out in Grassian’s mind as a spontan

ing on the r

resources fo

Zwemer

office consu

inevitably o

students, on
College Librarian Diane Zwemer visits

Sociology 4

the Sociology 4 lecture because "there

paying this

are 80 students in the class so there's no

tion literacy

way that I can bring them into the

as juniors o

library” In addition to her planned

graduate sc

instruction, she answers student

As the he

questions as specific as why the MAGs

ates how th

database was difficult to access from the

with their b

dorms, and suggests that encyclopedias
be thought of simply as a bibliographic
starting point.
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Contini, Joan Kaplowitz, Kay Deeney, and Amy Butros, collab

with the Office of Instructional Development, spent over a yea

ing and developing a CAI program. Since the summer of 1995,

program has been used exclusively by the Bio 5L students to le
library resources.

Computer-assisted instruction allows students to work eithe

individuals or in a small group, using an interactive computer p

An effective CAI program can get students excited and interac

each other. Highly motivated students will take notes, and as t

goes through the program will say to the others, “wait, wait, ba
me see what that point was.” In UCLA’s two Life Science labs
program is mounted on six computers for one week, but at the

cal Library, it’s up and accessible at all times. The thinking beh
Biology 5L CAI program is to enable students to come to the

and work independently, thereby avoiding and reducing lines a
reference desk — an improvement welcomed by all.

At first, biomedical librarian Kathy Dabbour confesses, libra
they needed to visit the Life Sciences labs to help the Biology

students, and have continued to meet with the graduate teachi

tants (TAs) to go over the program. More recently, however, sh
“it became evident that the TAs were doing very well on their
it was time to let go and let our baby walk on its own.”

Beginning in the summer of 1996, the CAI program is being

revised to reflect the addition of Biological Abstracts in an onlin

erized format called BioSys. Steve Strand of the Biology Depa
rewrote the program with Dabbour so that users- can go to the

Files with Pro-Cite
Pro-Cite software is one of the more
powerful, user-friendly systems for
retrieving, organizing, managing, and
formatting bibliographic citations, and is
widely used in the academic community.
Instructor: Richard Chabran, Chicano
Studies Research Library
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Martha Graham’s musical director,’ I respond, and we use an F

search on ORION to find his books relating to music for the d

his recent biography by Janet Soares. Then I type ‘menu’ on the

computer monitor, switch easily into the IML database, and fin
name associated with many videos of Martha Graham’s dance

which are located in the Instructional Media Library. Students’

light up when I call up the UCLA directory information about
own professor, David Gere.

“Now we go to the Powell building and into the Instructiona

Laboratory. This is where the students can find the Martha Gr

videos, and also those relating to the arts of many cultures arou

world. This facility allows viewing by one student or a full room

“Our next stop is the Music Library in Schoenberg Hall wh
see reference collection and music periodicals surrounding the

reading room. The media room in the back of the library is wh

students can listen to recordings and view CD-ROMs relating

classical, pop,jazz , etc. There, they are also introduced to possi

such interactive CD-ROMs as Clearvue’s The History of Folk M

Music and Cidture, ZCI’s 12-CD series, Art and Music, Time-W

Woodstock: the 25th Anniversary, plus many dealing with perform

as Mozart, Prince, Bob Dylan, Count Basie, and Peter Gabriel.

The Ethnomusicology Archive which offers students and fa

large library of recordings of folk music and non-Western musi

Having already looked up such esoteric music forms as “juju” a

“Mariachi” on the Ethno Archive’s own database mounted on O

at which fa
bag lunch.”

Get your
books ready
for the
Campbell Book
Collection
Competition!

Book
Collecting
Workshop
Learn how to ...

<§> <3>
focus your collection

write an award-winning
annotated bibliography
from David Zeidberg, Head,
Department of Special Collections,
UCLA Libraries.
Tuesday, February 28, 1995 • 4pm
Smith Room,
Department of Special Collections
University Research Library, A Level
Win up to $300
for your book collection!
Entry deadline for contest
April 12, 1995
Ask at campus libraries for details
Sponsored by the UCLA Library
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A Dozen Ye
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In advance of the
Collecting Comp
offers a worksho
presenting their
possible light. Fo
aspiring collector
encouragement
then Head of the
Department of S
Director of the H
his workshop the
offered attendee

His thoughts abo
profile of their co
content to the b
how to delineate
differentiate betw
describe illustrati
non-print items s

attending. With only limited knowledge of the Art History fiel

Abramson sought the subject expertise she needed by consultin

Ray Reece of the Arts Library. He contributed the requisite fam

Teaching Those Who Work
in the Library to Teach
Those Who Use It
The Library’s Staff Development
Program offers classes that assist UCLA
librarians and staff to acquire knowledge
and skills that keep them on the leading
edge of library and information science
and practice.
Among the courses offered this last
year are:
• Advanced Macro Programming Language
•Team Building
• Copyright Awareness
• Introduction to the Library Network
• Connecting Collections and Services
• Cross Cultural Communication
• ORION Advanced Editing
• International Dimensions in Librarianship

The UCLA Staff Develop
also offers professional
for all staff members thr
designed to expand thei
related skills and knowle
as well as for career
enhancement within
the Library and
University.

Special Pro

include pla
located in
At the Richard C. Rudolph East Asian Library,
library instruction supports research in primary
print and electronic sources in Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean vernacular languages.
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quarter-long thesis equivalent, have

T

chosen to book a consultation with the
librarians at the Management Library. “Through

F

these strategic information partnerships,” as de¬
scribed by Eloisa Gomez Borah, who heads Instruc¬

S

tional Services for the Rosenfeld Management

C

Library, “these librarians give research instruction to
three-to-five member student teams who are
tackling a real world business problem for a local
company.” During these consultations two reference
librarians pair off with each Anderson School team to simulate

information support that executives can expect from the libraria
their own corporate information centers.

Due to the high number of field study teams, each is extende

one in-person consultation session, but unlimited follow-up is a

through the Reference Desk and email reference services. Durin

initial consultation, the MBA students outline their team’s proje

and information needs. The librarians, in turn, present available
sources, relevant data gathering strategies, and advanced search

niques through real-time connections to online catalogs, databas
Internet resources.

Since its beginning in 1980, the Library Field Study Consulta

Program has continued to stimulate the imagination of both the
ians and the Anderson School faculty.

For almost ten years, the Management Library has similarly s
ported the Living Case Study, a thesis-equivalent -for Executive

closely wit

The Reference Desk:A
Venue for One-on-One
Instruction
Graduate students in UCLA’s Library
and Information Science program have
served internships at College Library
specializing in "Reference and Library
Instruction." Under the supervision of
College librarians, these interns learned
to plan, teach, and evaluate instructional
programs such as orientation tours,
"one-shot" lectures, demonstrations, and
consultations on computerized re¬
sources.
Since the program began in 1992, twelve
interns have gained valuable experience
with library instruction. As many
academic reference librarians also do
library instruction, most job applications
ask for prior experience.The College
Library interns graduate with this extra
edge of the actual practice of providing

26

instruction. Indiv
reference desk c
end of the conti
instruction." In o
tional experienc
internship also in
work in the Coll

MELVYL and MEDLINE search training and are expected to e

“Were these newly hired student
assistants? Are they assigned authors?”
All I drew were blank stares. Still, I
couldn’t help but feel some ring of
familiarity. I explained to the student that
she would need to come back when she
had further information. Perhaps twenty
minutes later; the light dawned on me
and I searched the library far and wide
for that student. When I asked if what
she wanted was the ABI/Inform data¬
base on the MELVYL system, her reply
was “Exactly, Abbey and Melvin!"
— Rita Costello

In the early days of on-line catalogs in
the library (1981) I would roam the
computer area asking users if they were
finding what they wanted. Looking over
one man’s shoulder; I saw he had typed
“When does life begin?" I guessed he
was writing an argument paper on

abortion. Oh, if it were onl
easy! The best I could do w
him how the Library of Co
subject headings work to l
materials on any desired to

—

"Please give me a map sho
climactic conditions and rai
13th Century Iraq."

"I want to start a ranch to
Saint Bernard dogs, and I n
know what spot on earth i
safest from any nuclear thre
storms, and civil war"

“I heard there is a company
a government contract to p
tortillas for the army and I
know the name of that com

— Portia C

phone, ema

simple requ

research qu

countries o

or Brazilian

Leon Fe

ies, reports

foreign cou
individual

in and requ
Left to right; Ruby Bell-Gam, Leon Ferder,
Eudora Loh, and Katalin Radies.
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computer t

to the Chicago style citation she was using.”

Another library user that Radies recalls needed newspaper art

a particular subject, but was unfamiliar with the NEWS databas

to the interest he showed, they stopped what they were doing an

the time to go through different search, display, and save options

switched to Current Contents Table of Contents, and then to C

Contents. The instruction concluded with Radies setting up a cu

awareness program because the man had just published and was

happy to learn MELVYL could automatically send citations of t
reviews of his book to his email address. ■

Looking ahead, as the

the next millennium, th

puter skills and inform

the venerable “three R

The Library has adopt

satisfy the rigorous aca

them for a life of conti
they choose to be.

Sciences Executive Committee, and campusw

The Chancellor’s Faculty Committee on Ins

Programs advises OID on its varied program

by Ruth Sabean & Teresa Dawson-Munoz
Ruth Sabean is Assistant Director,
EducationalTechnology;
Teresa Dawson-Munoz is
Assistant Director, Instructional
Improvement Programs for the
Office of Instructional
Development.
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spring 1996. Numerous departments on campus are looking at ho

integrate Merlic’s VOH system into their teaching support. A se

generation VOH system now being developed will include onlin
tutoring, with split-screen capacity and online study groups.

Contrary to the fears that VOH would reduce faculty-student

the opposite has been the case. After posting VOH inquiries, som

students are motivated to follow them up in person , others after

fellow students’ questions will then come in with their own relate
inquiries.

Support for this kind of innovation involving faculty, students

staff is available from OID through a variety of mechanisms. An

the Chancellor’s Faculty Advisory Committee on Instructional Im

ment Programs, administered and supported by OID, evaluates p

als for financial assistance, faculty release time, and graduate stud

research assistantships associated with proposals to improve instr

The grants that have been awarded have ranged from $2,000 to $

over a 3-year period. During the past academic year 63 major IIP

were awarded, as well as 785 mini-grants of $750 or less. This ann

process of providing direct IIP grants to support innovation in un

graduate instruction can offer, according to faculty recipients, the

timely and at times far-reaching impact. The opportunity to appl
time for small grants that bring in guest speakers, take a class on
trip, or acquire media, software, etc., enables faculty members to
cantly and yet easily enrich their day-to-day teaching.

ence, Craig

Program g

conceptual

do so. Don
NEWTON'S LAW
OF MOTION

version of

from the C

developme
Top:The MEPI interactive interface presents
simple definitions, applications, and topics that can
be accessed by the student-user through
concepts, live video demonstrations, graphic
simulations, quizzes, and problems.
Above: Images from the CD of Professor Maha
Ashour-Abdalla from a video segment that
demonstrates linear momentum, circular motion,
and a computerized simulation of Newton's law.
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section that
responds with
prodding MEPI
humor.
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philosophical reflection, and social interaction, 2) a program pro

consultants for departments seeking to implement new program

improve the skills of their TAs, and 3) videotape feedback servic

request for TAs who wish to evaluate and improve their teaching

The Collegium of University Teaching Fellows offers graduat

opportunity to build on the experiences they had as TAs. Fellow

develop, then offer a small lower division seminar in their field b
their own research interests.

In her syllabus Lisa Palmer (Program in Comparative Literat

participant in the Collegium, described a course, Humanities 98
American Identities, which draws from autobiographies, essays,

photographs by women and men of various American ethnicitie

provoke discussion of how gender, ethnicity, and race influence i

Through its class work there is an attempt to “discover exactly w
(are) American identity(ies) and on what are they founded? Or,
other hand, if the notion of an American identity is a necessary

Students explore the development of their own identity through

personal oral history project as well as the creation of an autobio

Lisa Palmer has written: “Just as the program benefited me tr

dously by giving me the experience of designing and implement
course, it benefited the undergraduate students who — as their

tions show — appreciated the opportunity to choose a course sl

outside those regularly required, with a smaller number of stude

correspondingly highly interactive format. I have never had so m
highly motivated students. We all got exceptionally involved.”

Collegium classes can be particu¬
larly intense and exciting because
instructors are teaching their first
courses from their area of interest
with the syllabus they've designed.

assists facu

placing UC

where they
situations.
One of

Based Lea

such as the

benefits of

undergradu

communit

For such

work both

players inv
university,

undergrad

for local hi

city or com

paying to t

high schoo

quired at t

ing class c

recognitio

and the va

chance to reflect on the results of the project and their individua

achievements. On that day 225 at-risk high school students came
UCLA, toured the campus, met minority leaders in the UCLA

nity, and participated in workshops on gender relations, academ

resources, and self awareness. Perhaps most significantly the hig

students made the acquaintance of UCLA undergraduates from

ity communities who volunteered to serve as mentors, not just fo
day but for potential future interests such as help in applying to

In sponsoring the Renaissance Day at UCLA, OID played it

facilitator in bringing on- and off-campus groups together and w

rewarded with the satisfaction of creating an educational experie
which the learning went both ways.

One of the great strengths of OID lies in the combination un

umbrella of expertise in pedagogy, media and technology. This f

(within higher education) organizational structure makes it poss

provide cohesive programs and services in support of innovation

instruction. Whether during a consultation on teaching or a con

on using media or technology, there is always the opportunity to
three components. In combination with curriculum grants, this

gism is reflected in virtually every description by instructors of w
have accomplished with the support of OID.

related images.

"Louis XIV as the Good Shepher
illustrates how royal "propaganda
the Sun King with Christ.

After Sara Melzer’s initial
consultation and hands-on
introduction by the Center's
Steve Rossen as to how
media can be applied to her
instruction, research assistant
Vanessa Herold prepared the
visual material for the
lectures.
36

Nl

working with the Faculty New Media Cent

further develop and evaluate the CD-ROM

goal of eventually being able to use it as a te
for other language learning applications for
Center for Near Eastern Studies.

simplest relationship between these variables,
Read can replicate
solutions the students
have attempted in the
lab as well as any
alternatives that arise.
This dynamic system
also enables students
to work with the
datasets that reside on
the same social science
network server that
both faculty and staff
researchers use.

visual cont

Literature in Transition: The Impact of Information Technologi
course examines the idea that as computers become woven into

fabric of everyday life for publishers, libraries, authors, readers, t

and students, the concepts that underlie literary studies and the

that constitute it as a profession are undergoing remarkable and

reaching changes. Such fundamental questions as What is an au

What is a text? and What is a reader? are asked with fresh urgen

answered in new ways in light of these technologies. Through s
works as Uncle Buddy’s Fun House, Hayles introduces the use of

hypertextuality, interactivity, and multimedia as literary element

Because the course explores the metamorphoses that comput

technology itself brings, Hayles points to the network connectio
installed in the classroom as crucial, “for it allowed me to bring

table computer (provided through OID’s Audio Visual Services

class and demonstrate live for the students exactly how textual b

change when they move onto the Internet and World Wide We

Making use of a portable computer, Hayles also noted that “Sin

of the students were rather tentative about using the Internet, th

class demonstrations were invaluable, for they gave everyone acc

the electronic textuality that is transforming how literary studie
done.”

As one of Hayles’s students commented in an evaluation of t

course, “I had assumed that email would depersonalize interacti

between my fellow students; I found the opposite to be true. Co

to the listserv were surprisingly insightful and often thought pro

Email in the classroom facilitates interaction. Suddenly, that qu

-o OV
''’

For further information about OID

programs and services, please conta

Office of Instructional Developmen
60 Powell Library Building
(310) 825-9149
http://www.oid.ucla.edu/
Director, Dr. Larry L.Loeher
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storage, while also providing surge space for over¬
crowded stack collections on the campus.
Besides storing books, journals, archives, media, and
microforms for the five southern campus libraries, the
new module will also serve the UCLA Film & Televi¬

sion Archive. About one-third of the space available wil
be devoted to the non-nitrate Archive collections of

motion pictures and television footage in many formats,
including 35 mm film, videotape, videocassette, news¬

reels, vitaphone disks, and radio disks. These collections

comprise approximately 43,000 motion picture titles and

60,000 television programs of more than 300,000 items
(The volatile nitrate film, a pre-1950 technology, will

remain in special concrete vaults at the Archive’s Holly¬
wood facility.)

In Phase 2, special space-saving, pull-out shelving wa
developed for video cassettes and oversize shelves for

materials as large as 4 by 6 feet. Three refrigerated vault
were installed to house preservation master microfilms
from UC libraries and preservation negatives from the
Film & Television Archive. Added to the already
existing microfiche, microfilm, and flat documents
shelving in Phase 1, the SRLF now provides versatile
space for almost anything libraries collect.
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While it is not possible to
prevent the disintegration of library
materials entirely, it can be consid¬
erably slowed. Unprotected paper,
especially acid processed paper produced in this century,

ca

often disintegrates in fifty years or less. With such

arc

safeguards and controls on temperature, humidity,

fal

ultraviolet light, and air particles as are available at the

ch

SRLF, preservation experts believe that much of this
material may last five hundred years or more.

co

Storing and protecting research materials for the

Ri

University of California is not the only mission of the

pre

SRLF. Since the first module opened, the staff has been

to

preparing computer records on the stored material and

pre

retrieving and delivering requests to any UCLA campus

lik

library within 24 hours or less.
With the additional space in Phase 2 has come a new

by

assignment as well. Space has been set aside in the

cha

facility for a preservation microfilming operation for the

exp

five southern UC campuses. In spite of advances in

hu

digitizing existing paper documents, microfilming

par

remains the preferred method of preserving the intellec¬

sea

tual content now on fragile paper. The process of

pro

making master microfilms and use copies is similar to

nee

other photographic processes. The SRLF has microfilm
cameras and a darkroom for processing microfilm.
Trained staff are providing this service at cost to the

The music manuscripts of Henry Mancini,
Alex North, and other composers repre¬
sented in Music Library archival collec¬
tions.

recent construction

Wild Silk Moth

Photographs by

Biomedical Libr
Five Centuries of Music Printing

September 15-D

Music Library, Schoenberg Hall Lobby

Photographs show
of various species o
moths.

August 1-November 30,1996
On display will be various forms of early
music printing techniques, along with
examples of the transfer of a composer’s
music manuscript to the publisher’s printed
version.

uaAJibrarian
11334 University Research Library
University of California, Los Angeles
Box 951575
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1575

